G403 SPORT 5N
The Chronograph line has been enhanced by the addition of a sports model uniting advanced
technology and unique design.
An accurate and stylish new chronograph is housed in a 44 mm diameter case in red gold 5N.
Pierre Kunz has successfully combined new watchmaking technologies, a breathtaking
aesthetic and complications which only a master of time could create.
Pierre Kunz loves a challenge and makes great play with the materials of the dial, case,
bracelet or even the pushpieces.
The dial can be made in transparent version with a dial fashioned in Havana or greyish
Plexiglass through which the beauty of the mechanism can be admired. The chronograph
features a multitude of facets.
The retrograde hours and minutes of the chronograph function are indicated on two
transparent sectors revealing some of the secrets of the mechanisms of the bridges or
escapement wheels. The entire complication and subtle movement are unveiled.
The hands travel over the arc of a circle driven by a rack and pinion system.
The hour and minute pointers have been created in pyramidal shape with a set of numerals.
Black in the morning or luminova white in the evening, AM and PM function, the wheel turns
like the earth itself to indicate perfectly where we stand in relation to the sun.
The crown is screwed down to guarantee water-resistance to 100 metres and is integral with
the case to ensure protection against shocks.
The pushpieces of the chronograph function have been designed ergonomically and then
fashioned in rubber like the strap.
Reference: G403 Sport 5N
Movement: Automatic, calibre PK 2010-2328, base ETA 7750, ø30.4mm, high 9.18mm, 37
rubies, 28800 A/h.
Functions: retrograde chronograph, hours and minutes of the chronograph function on 2
sectors at 10 and 2 o’clock
AM/PM function
Black or white luminova numeral pointers
Dial in Havana or greyish Plexiglass
Case: Fluted Empire-style case in red gold 5N, 44 mm diameter, high 15mm, sapphire glass.
Water-resistance: 100 metres
Strap: texalium printed rubber

